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ASCWomen Given
Sporting Chance
In a meeting with Annstrong
0'/1 "",mbers last Thursday,
l'liJdeuc coach Bill Alexander
a d "We're going to do
stat~ytJting possible (to get
,V'",eo's sports going at
«o g) "M",stron .
LesS encoo raging was the
ws that, despite letters to
~~OOathletic institutions, Coach
N"aoder has thus far been
unable to locate a full-time
f,,,,ale coach. or two female
caduate assistants for the;thletiC department.
Stating "It will take a lot of
effort and cooperation from
eV,ryone," Coach Alexander
rev,aled plans to offer four
women's sports during the
1975-76 academic year:
volleyball, basketball, golf, and
tennis. At least 100 players in aU
will be needed.
Money allocated for
expenditure in recruitment of
women players includes $3 000
a piece for tennis and ~lf
$6,000 for volleybaU, ami
$18,000 for basketball.
Women's sports will probably
be given last priority in gym
scheduling, Alexander
speculated, since first priority is
given to classes, second to
intr arnu r a ls, and third to
community services. Women's
sports will have to vie with
community services for
nighttime practice slots between
7 and 9 and 9 and 11.
"'--
Coach AleJClDlderand NOW members discu .. the possibility of an Armstrong Womens Intercollegiae
Athletic' Program.
Pre-registration
This
Week
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Mr. MydeU
Film Association Course Offered
The American Film
Association Course. directed by
Mr. Joe Mydell, will be offered
the winter and spring quarters of
this academic year.
"This English 500 cotJrse is
designed to deal wi th drama on
film,' says Mr. Mydell. "The
bulk of the course will deal with
the five films of plays produced
by the American Film Theater,
in its second season, which have
never before been on film."
Discussions of the fllms and
their writers will be followed by
written critiques from each
student. Mr. Mydell adds that
drama on film enables many to
see a very interesting selection of
plays that are otherwise limited
to audiences in major theatrical
centers.
In addition to the five films,
which will be shown at a local
Student Government News
~,ln.Senate Fine Arts Com-
"·It,ing e reported that the open-
in or the new Fine Arts Build-
pr
g
. "'ill be delayed past the
""oJ'Cled opening date of Jan-
ry 14.
St~CUrn dent members from the
lhat c~lum Committee reported
been a new English course has
"!>Provedby the Committee
for students who fail the Rising
Junior English Exam. Students
will receive institutional credit
only for the course. Also approv-
ed by the Committee was a
change in the Foreign Language
requirement for a degree in Polit-
ical Science. If this new change
is approved by the faculty, a
student will have the option of
taking a sequence of Computer
Science courses to satisfy the
foreign language requirement in
Political Science. The Corrunittee
also recommended the approval
of a new degree program in
public administration.
Committee meetings for the
week include: Finance Com-
rnittee, Thursday, 12:30 p.m,
faculty lounge; Traffic Com-
mittee, Friday, 10:30 a.rn., MCC
conference room.
theater, two fllms will be shown The two Masquers plays,
in the classroom to help "Luv" by Murray Schisgal and
stimulate those students who are "Tartuffe" by Moliere, will also
studying a foreign language. be reviewed.
They are: "M" (1930), by Fritz The Telfair Academy Film
Lang, a German film and a first Society and Armstrong will
for Peter Lori; "Breathless" jointly sponsor a Film Forum in
(French), a more modem film the spring. Six films will be
exemplifying the techniques of selected and shown which wlll
the "New, Wave" French stimulate discussion on issues of
directors. social and educational relevancy.
The five films offered this year by the American Film Theater
are:
Jack Brell
David Story
Genet
Robert Shaw
Brecht
"Alive and Well"
"Celebrate"
"Maids"
"The Glass Booth"
"Gallilio"
Jan. 27-28
Feb. 24-25
Mar. 17-18
Apr. 21-22
May 19-20
. Tickets are $3.75 (or students and faculty, and $5 for general
public.
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TRANSACDONAL ANALYSIS
AND WOMEN
What is a "good woman"
supposed to do? What are your
abilities and potentials? What
would you like to do with your
life? Discuss these questions and
learn about Transactional
Analysis (ego states,
transactions, games, strokes,
discounts) in a workshop for
women to be offered November
9 by Benna Cunningham,
RN.,MS., Regular Member
International Transactional
Analysis Association,and Jayne
Munay RN., BS., Provisional
Teaching Member International
Transactional Analysis
Association. Time is 9 a.m. - 5
p.m. and cost is $25.00 (there is
a student discount for those
with current ID).
Tbe workshop will include
experience in working with life
scripts (life plans) of women.
Emphasis will be on increasing
awareness of personal potential
and choice and on building
sa tisfying and rewarding
relationships with others.
To register, and for more
information, call 354-8655 or
925-2895.
ALL SOCIAL WORK MAJORS
URGENT!!
You are needed to form a
Student Social Work
Organization. Please attend a
meeting at the Social Work Field
Center, 901 E. 67th Street,
Tuesday, November 12, 7:00
P.M.
EATIN' MEETIN'
United Christians on Campus
will have a cover-dish supper and
meeting, Saturday, November 9,
7: 30 P.M., at Reformation
Lutheran Church, comer of 37th
and Reynolds. Surprise movie •
no telling what!!
CAN WEBRING OUR
CALCULATORS?
On Thursday, November 14,
Professor Frederick Bloom of
the Mathematics and Computer
Science Department at the
University of South Carotina will
give a talk on "Some Simple
Qualitative Problems in
Continuum Physics".
Professor C. A. Nicol,
Director of Graduate Studies,
will then discuss the graduate
program at the University of
South Carolina.
The Colloquium will begin at
12:30 p.m. in Room 205 of
Science HaD. AD interested
persons are invited to attend.
PLACEMENT PATTER
Repreoentatives from the
First District Cooperative
Education Service Af!'ncy will
be on campus Monday,
November II, to intetview
individuals in the area of Speech,
Behavior Diaorders, and Special
Education.
Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company will be interviewing
any m,gors for Sales Positions on
November 12, and the U.S. Air
·Forne will be recruiting ASC
students on campus on
November 13.
AB persons interested in
being in terviewed by one or
more of these agencies, please .
contact Ms. Myrtle Foster,
Placement office,
Administration Building,
IMMEDIATELY.
PRESIDENTIAL POT?
HERE'S THE INSIDE DOPE•..
With marijuana fast becoming
a m,gor fact of middle class
life--despite its illegality
everywhere':' it seems only
natural that there should be a
magazine that caters to the
marijuana audience.
It's called High Tunes, and
four times a year it publishes
some of the millions of case
histories of lovers of the
nefarious weed.
Miss BAM 1974-75, Sandra Ellison
ATTENTION:
PHARMACEUTICAL PHANS
The Pharmacy College
Admissions Test will be given at
Armstrong State College on
November 9, 1974, in Room
201 of Solms Hall and will begin
at 8: 30 a.m. For further
information on this test or a
career in pharmacy, con tact Dr.
Robbins or Dr. Harris of the
Chemistry Departrnen t.
FREE CLASSIFIED ADS
OPEN TO ALL
STUDENTS
AT ARMSTRONG
ADVERTISE NOW!
P. O. BOX 52
CAMPUS MAIL
"Lothar uh killed a Shriner in 1936 sod kept the hat -
that was h~ sickness." LB. I reaitzeci the other day that hardly
anyone reads this. It's 6ke being the only personon a SUknb%
feeling like you could get away with something, and 0
•• you can't get anywhere with anything.
Rnt!Jl1'Chdremisr and Armstrong gradUllte Mr. Ralph Smith studies trace metal contaminatton of an Hey, only nineteen issues to go!
experimental sample. Mr. Smith will address interested students on this topic on November 7 in the "
OIemistly Department t--...--------.....--....---,....
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SI"k",..,' Help So~/1l
Prison Refonn Needed
The Savannah Coalition for
Jails and Prisons has outlined a
tbree·point program for
improvemenl of slate and local
correction facilities.
The first area is that of
alternative corrections. Members
of the group involved in this area
will investigate various
alternatives to building a new
county jail, and will investigate
the possibility of a Citizens
Advisory Group on Prison
.Affairs. If you are interesled in
this ...... please contact group
advisor Stuart MacClean at
354-5497 or 236-6236.
The second phase of the
program deals with the prisoners
lhemselves. This group will
orpnize a one-to-one visitation
program with prisoners here in
Samtnah and nearby. By
contacting ministers, church
poups, and civic clubs in the
IRa, this group will also attempt
to set up a visitation and
correspondence program, and
educational programs within the
jail itself. If you want to be
involved in this area, contact
Marla Devendorff at 234-3694.
The final area of endeavor is
citizen information. This group
will be geared towards informing
the lay person in Savannah
about the current prison system
and the possibility of workable
alternatives. This segment of the
Coalition will also be contacting
organizations and civic clu bs to
schedule speakers for their
upcoming meetings. as well as
drawing up a resource file of
speakers and films on
corrections for community use.
Those interested in this field
should contact Bill Strong at
232·1655.
Further information on the
enlire Coalition program and
organization can be oblained by
conlacting Savannah's CPJ
Coordinator, Margarel H. Muller,
at 236-3927.
Probe Showcases
College Possibilities
Probe, a 22·part series of
college fairs designed 10 replace
tbe old-style "college nighf'
inlroduction to post secondary
educational planning, will come
to the Savannah area November
14.
On that dale, representatives
from approximately 60 Georgia
colleges and universities and 20
out-of-state educational facilities
will staff boothes in Oglethorpe
Mallfrom 5 p.m. till 8 p.m,
On Probe D'IY, high school
students from the Coastal
Georgia-South Carolina area will
have the opportunity to talk
with representatives from
vocational-technical schools,
health career schools, and
colleges and universities, A
variety of materials, such as
college Catalogues and
brochures, will be distribuled by
the various participating
institutions in an effort to assist
potential 1975 freshmen in
selecting a post secondary
educational facility.
Mr. Parker Davis, Associate
Director of Administration, a
represenlalive of the ASC
Student Affairs Departmenl, and
advisors from the Nursing,
Dental Hygiene, and SGA fields
will represenl Armslrong al Ihe
November 14 Probe session.
Sponsored by Ihe
Educalional' Articulalion
Committee, a state government
agency representing a wide
spectrum of educational and
guidance counseling
organizations. The Savannah
Probe session will climax the
third and mosl wel~attended
year of the Probe Program's
history.
Mr. Parker Davis, representing
reg i onal highe r-e duca tion
facilities, and Mr. Tom Tippitt,
representing area secondary
schools, will function as official
hosts of the Savannah Probe.
A counseling workshop, held
in conjunction with the
Savannah Probe session, will
enable college representatives 10
speak directly with high school
guidance counselors and aid
them in student career planning.
This phase of the Probe Program
will begin at 10 a.m. at Ihe
Sheraton Gateway to Savannah
and will close at approximalely
2 p.m.
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Rather than erect a typical
building with Ihe typical
pricetag of $8 million, La Vern
College in Sou them California
has decided 10 erect a $2.5
{Tlillion "tent" to house its
student government, a basketball
court, and several classrooms,
reported Higher Education
Daily.
I The lent is made of 8000
square yards of Teflon-coated
fiberglass stretched over an acre
and a half of what used to be ~
tootbail rield, 1 ne roof IS
su pporled by wa terfilled
columns and cables.
According 10 LaVerne
Presidenl Dr. Leland Newcomer,
the only worry the school has
now is vandals armed with sharp
instruments.
Fire A Threat
To Modem Life
Fire is a heartless killer. It's
heaviest attacks are on those
least able 10 defend themselves
- young children, the elderly,
and the physically handicapped.
Aboul a third of the almosl
12,000 people who died in fires
in the pasl year were children
under lhe age of 15. And now,
as the demand for day-care
centers and nursery schools
increases, the fife risk 10 groups
of young children increases also.
The National Commission on
Fire Prevention and Control
states, "The situation is ripe for
maj or Iragedies in nursery
schools, day carecenters, homes
for Ihe physically or mentally
retarded, and homes for the
elderly."
Greater supervision, stricter
building requirements, sprinkler
systems and fire alarms, and
wider usage of non-flammable
clolhing and bedding ore
nece!&IY measures to protect
Ihe young and Ihe old from
fulure fue. Greater public
education, emphasizing such
life-saving measures as location
and memorization of at least
two possible escape routes from
any commonly-used ~a, is also
neceSSllfY to slop the usele...
yearly 'waste of lives and
property by fue.
AMERICAN CHEMICAL
SOCIETY MEETSNOV. 7
Mr. Ralph Smith, a former
ASC graduale who is currently
employed as a research chemisl
al the Skidaway Institute of
Oceanography, will address the
American Chemical Society
Thursday, November 7, on the
lop ic 0 f "Trace Melal
Contamination Analysis". Mr.
Smith, who is presenliy engaged
in various environmentally-re-
lated projects designed to study
the effecls of Irace metal
con lamination on local estuary
ecology, will speak al 12:30 in
Room 202 of Sohns Hall. All
interested students are invited
and urged to attend this free
presentation on a topic ot great
community and national
interest.
HOORAY FOR
"OLD GRANDAD"!
Grandpa Milovanovic sure
knows how to spoil the kids.
After working 40. years for
the Yugoslav railroad and raising
3 daughters, he decided 10 draw
up a will bequeathing his entire
property 10 his Ihree grandsons.
The only stipulation is that
Ihey have to squander Ihe whole
sum.
"I have had a hard life,'.'
explains Milovanovic. "You th
passed quickly and I have never
got around 10 go on a drinking
spree once. What 1 failed 10 do 1
wish my grandsons to make up:'
IS THERE A LITTLE
FREE Pb IN YOUR TEA?
The latest issue claims an
all-time exclusive: an interview'
with J.F.K.'s dealer .. or alleast
with someone who claimes to
have supplied former Presidenl
Kennedy wilh marijuana while
he was in the While House.
The dealer. who is never
identified, claims' he mel
Kennedy at Harvard in Ihe early
1950's, afler which he wenl 10
Cuba 10 work. Mter Ihe Castro
government took, over, the
dealer was supposedly called in
10 seeKennedy about Cuba.
The conversation turned to
dope, the alleged dealer claims,
and he recommended il to help
ease Kennedy's back pains.
A few weeks later, the story
goes,Kennedy called Ihe man up
Ihrough an aide and asked 10see
"those memos we discussed."
The message was correctly
interpreted, and "memos" of
"Panama red" were prepared for
courier delivery 10 the White
House on several different
occasions during Kennedy's term.
A 7()1).LB.POINTER?!
For centuries pigs have been
in France for snifflng oul
truffles, a tuberous,
underground fungus highly
esteemed as food. BUI to think
of a pig being trained to retrieve
game birds is to really test a
man's credibility.
Yet it has been done.
One such pig was a sow
named Slut who achieved fame
as a hunting pig in the early part
of the 191h century, according
to the B.C. Wildlife Review.
Slut came on the scene by
accidenl in the New Forest of
southem England when, as a
semi-wild animal, she accepled
food from a gamekeeper. He was
training :an indifferent bunch of
dogs at the lime, and for a lark
began using his Iraining methods
on the pig..
To his astonishment she was
more adaplable lhan the dogs
and was reportedly working as a
flrst-class retriever within a few
weeks.
Siut was versatile. On a single
day she was known 10 find and
point partridge, black game,
pheasant, and rabbit. She could
even poinl jacksnipe - a true
tesl of a poinler's skill. She
could poinl a parlridge 40 yards
away. By the time she was five
years old Slut was a celebrily,
and people came long dislances
to see her in action.
She became fal and dothful
later in life and died when 10
ye.... old, weighing 700 pounds.
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-~ditorials-
It is the policy of the InlcWeU to differentiate personal opinion
and editorial opinion on this page by the use of by-lines and the lack
of them respectively. 'A by-line is the name of the author of the
article printed between the headline and the article. Any article with
a by-line expresses the opinion of the author and does not express
that of the InkweU, administration, faculty or student body. Articles
without by-lines express the opinion of the majority of the editorial
staff.
!nne Lihrory
For Whose Benefit?
I've had it. I went to the library Friday about 5:30 p.m, and
found it shut tight. This wasn't the only time I've been denied
admittance to my only resource oasis.
We've been a four year college for a few years now. When is our
library going to catch up with us? To some of us who try to spend a
fair amount of time in the facility, it is obvious that we must work
our schedule to fit the library's schedule. At all four year colleges I
have attended, the library was kept open for the student's benefit at
hours much more reasonable than those of the Lane Library.
Of course, I fully understand that the closing time at night can't
be delayed. 10:30 seems too late for most of us. However, I find it
most upselling to walk into the Library on Saturday and be asked to
leave at 3:00 p.m. 3:00 p.rn.? I usually have just gotten warmed up
by then. Since we can't take resource materials home overnight (how
come?), our only recourse is to stop and come back the next day.
This means, in some cases, losing valuable time.
If we don't have the money for proper staffing, why are we
constructing new buildings? Will a new building teach me anything?
No. Only teachers and books teach anything. It seems we are
painfully short in at least one of these, and possibly both. We don't
mean to be harsh but we sure wish Mr. Sloan would start thinking
about us. After all, when the new section opens up, aren't we
supposed to use the facility even more? Let's have the library
schedule oriented to the convenience of the student, not the staff.
We're only talking about ten more hours per week, five on Friday
and five on Saturday. Give us a chance to learn. That's why we're
here.
Comment: Life At AS<::
by Carl Elmore
,. Somebody finally told me the
big secret of life. You know,
that ever-nebulous answer to all
of the unanswerable questions in
life! What a letdown. The damn
big secret is that there is no
damn big secret. Really, what a
letdown! It's all right here in
front of us, and all we've got to
do is figure it out. A problem
and a solution, no big secret
involved.
So I immediately set myself
of figuring It all out. It was a
disheartening realization to find
that it would be a bigger job
than I ever suspected. I mean,
it's a big job. If you could
combine the genius of Einstein,
Darwin, Socrates, and Freud
into one being, and then keep
that being alive for 500 years;
maybe, just maybe that being
would be able to understand our
existence. But nobody would
believe him anyway, so...
My immediate reaction was
that if ,I was incapable of
understanding the cosmos, then
[ should at least understand my
own existence in the cosmos. So
I set out to analyze my own
little piece of reality. To tell you
the truth, when it comes to
myself, I'm just as confused as
ever. But I'm beginning to
understand more of this world I
live In. Let me tell you what I've
leamed about this placewe have
in common, namely: Armstrong.
Maybe you can use some of
what I say here in your journey
to the ultimate solution.
I'm a junior now, and
education Is gettIng better. The
world of core curriculum is
finally behind, and I feel like a
heavy burden is gone. No longer
do I watch the prof play
encyclopedia for nine days, and
then watch myself play tape
recorder on the tenth day (test
day!). In upper division, you are
actually allowed to think for
yourself, As a matter of fact,
you are even encouraged to
think for yourself! [ do,
however, get the distinct feeling
that profs slink back to their
offices to hem-haw and guffaw
at the students' attempts at
original reasoning. Considering
that everybody has taken part in
similar snickering, I can't really
knock the profs. It's their world.
It's all part of this academic
game, .the realm of intellectual
give and take. In this realm,
there is no omnipotent teacher,
and the profs are the first to
realize this. All become teachers,
and all are pupils. When
somebody haa t knowledge
on a certain subject, that person
becomes the teacber. With this
outlook, learning becomes a
satisfying part of the individual.
At any rate, It beats bell out of
the encyclopedia concept. It is
unfortunate to note that the
only group on this campus who
by~DENNARD
and Nixon's pardon, this
November election has all !he
signs of a party that nobodywill
show up for. And you can't
blame the voters, The traumaof
political upheaval, economic
patty-caking, and apathy toward
the future is largely responsible,
but deeper still is the broken
spirit of the American people.If
we are not alreadY sufferingthe
turbulent times of a depression,
American psychology has
crashed due to the fatalistic
atmosphere that pervades this
society. The country that once
proudly spoke of its youth and
vitality has now settled for the
mediocrity of middle age.
The politicians who doctor
this sick patient are frantically
searching for tbe right political
and economic medicine, but all
indecisive among themselvesas
to what It should be. This
November election the voters
will vote for one prescriptionor
the other, but no "cure" is
guaranteed. What is guaranteed
is perhaps three or four yearsof
unstability and uncertainty. We
are in a profound time that will
have a major impact on our
survival as an elastic and upward
mobile society and maybe as a
nation. What lies ahead is less
than promising, but considerate
and thoughtful action mixed
with a little foresight can
forestall any disastrous
consequences over the next few
years.
What the above theory stsnds
on is able and intelligent
leadership, something not in
great abundance at this time.
Our a ttitudes toward the
situation are dangerously
pbilosophical, and triteness in
presidential lectures, like Mr,
Fords' last outing, can be done
away with. We have outgrown
slogans and commercialized
sacrifices; such is merely
lipservice to the task at hand.
Bureaucracy will not solve our
problems. nor will a Democratic
Congress. We, in the final
analysis, are the arbiters of our
. own fate, and it will take more
than cutting off the bathroom
lights to change it. A new degree
of consciousness is needed;
'.. Implicit in It is a will, not only
to adapt, but to challenge our
problems as a nation. The
possibilities of -such a dream,
minus ridicu lous political
rhetoric and WIN buttons, is
doubtful. Vet these are minor
obstacles, If indeed we are to
surmoun t the larger ones.
It may not be pleasingto be
blasted with the clarions of
impending doom, but neither is
it wise to practice the silence of
apathy or unabashed optimism.
Most great socIeties fall because
they gloss over their deficiencies,
rather than take a hard look at
them. Sometimes pessimism is a
better attitude than misplaced
optimism. All in all, we can no
longer face our problems
individually_If these platitudes
are ignored, then it may already
be too 'ate.
••
Election time Is.now history
and apparently It was an exercise
in futility. What with Watergate,
the Supreme Court decisio~, ~
impeachment ~ot~, ~1Xons
resignation, Ford s presidency,
.' .::.:-.
': ".:.' .
does not participate in this
intellectual give and take is the
administration. Could lead to
problems in the future.
A college's newspaper is
usually indicative of that college.
For the first time in many years,
I think the Inkwell has become
the true voice of Armstrong.
Previously, the Inkwell was the
voice of Armstrong's
administration, not a true
reflection of the entire college.
To be quite frank, people are
rather awed by the Inkwell this
year. They can't believe it, and
the same people are asking,
"When will the administration
drop its big, beaurocratic foot
on the Inkwell?" Never, [ hope.
Savannah has the paper it
deserves, and finally, Armstrong
has the newspaper it deserves.
Will wonders never cease? My
compliments to the people who
put the InkweU together this
year. You may be a burr in Dr.
Ashmore's side, but you're just
what Armstrong needs. The
Inkwell Is, to me, a shimmering
light in a sea of darkness.
To you reader, I wish you tbe
besl, and I hope your wishes
come true. But if they don't,
hang in tbere anyway.
IHaven't Danced
AtThe White House Either
by CHARLES DENNARD
There have been rumors circulating Washington that President
Ford has been speculating on some new cabinet officers. Though this
has not been unexpected, what has raised eyebrows and pulse rates is'
that Howard Cosell has been considered for the State Department.
Operating on this rumor, I talked to a White House aide who related
to me the gist of a conversation between Mr. Ford and Humble
Howie.
Your gracious majesty and excellency of these United States:
from sea to shining sea basking in the blessed sunlight of freedom
and. ..
Stow it, Cosell.
What, your honor?
I said: stow it, Cosell.
Yes, sir. Never let it be said that Humble Howie ...
Yeah, Cosell, never let it be said. lust sit down and listen!
Tell it like it is, Mr. President
I'm not the President Cosell. I'm the Chief of the White House
Staff. The President is busy right now.
No doubt using his multi-faceted intelligence to solve some
inextricable problem.
No, he's eating his lunch.
Well, for a man who couldn't walk and chew gum at the same
time, eating lunch and being President at the same time will reassure
the American public that we have a leader in the White House.
Cosell, I wouldn't reassure the President of his popularity with
statements like that.
You listen here, my good man. Not only am I known for my
verbosity, but the fact that I am adored by millions of Americans
can only endear me to the President.
Iwouldn't count on it, Cosell. You can go in now. The President
is ready to receive you.
Greetings, Jer. I'm here to rescue this floundering ship of states,
to reinstate this mighty land, prominent once more as an eagle
among sparrows.
Well, Howard, I appreciate your great enthusiasm. I just wanted
to say...
Don't say it, Mr. President. I know what you want to say.
You do, Howard?
Certainly I do, Jer, but since you're President I'll let you go
ahead.
Well, Howard, I was going to say that, uh ... about uh .. .I forgot.
No doubt the reason you sent for me - to use my dazzling wit, my
disarming smile, my incisive questioning and penetrating analytical
mind... in short, to be the mouth of the White House.
That's a good idea, but I was hoping to use you in a more
sensitive position.
Just let me say, sir, I couldn't accept the presidency without
feeling that it ahould have been mine all along. I just have to "tell it
like it is. '"
I appreciate your candor, Howard, but I was thinking more in line
with the state department.
Well, although I personally feel it's a step down from Monday
night football, I feel it my national duty to accept the position, but I
would like time to consider it. I would consider it a personal favor if
you would accept. Knowing of your expertise in so many matters,
you were my rust choice.
Of course I was, Jer, and intelligence just as you displayed now
will no longer allow you to play the docile, unassuming congressman
that got lucky and tripped into the White House.
Thank you for your show of confidence in me, Howard.
Don't mention it, Jer, I've made Muhammed Ali and Willie Joe
Namath and although you'll need a little more work, I think I can
made you a legend in your own time. My only problem is convincing
people that playing center for Michigan didn't juggle your cranium.
My what, Howard?
I don't know Why, Jer, but you remind me of Dandy Don.
Irregardless of that unfortunate fact, I can still work for you.
It would mean a lot to me, Howard
The sign of a great man, Jer, is the.type of men that surround
him, and you are taking the first step in that direction. I see our only
problem is how to keep you from being obscured by my extreme
popularity.
I put my trust in you, Howard.
Spoken like the true, all-American that you are, sir.
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Dear Mr. Wallace:
Enclosed is an essay on
spiritual guidance which you
requested for your editorial in
the Inkwell issue for October 9.
Please use this essay in its
entirety if room permits.
Perhaps someone will apply the
truth here presented. Thank you
for this opportunity to point
others to 'the Word of God for
the answer to their spiritual
needs in a confused world.
Prayerfully yours,
A Believer of God's Word
The article mentioned above can
be read on page 14.
Dear Editor:
I agree with John Bergeson's
comment on the ? cartoon? in
Inkwell's October 16th issue,
and will go him one further. The
?cartoon? in this week's October
23rd issue is just as offensive and
ever viler than the rust, if
possible.
It is NOT the perogative of a
student supported newspaper to
continue to publish items which
demean, ridicule, or attack the
class, color, or creed of its
readers.
I suggest you drop the
?cartoon? feature --down the
nearest garbage disposal.
Yours for a better
school newspaper,
Nancy B. Webster
To Ms. T. C. Woo,
In reply to John Bergeson,
you stated that the only reason
he thought your "cartoon" was
the most degenerate type thing
anyone could ever prin t was
because of the evident insecurity
he had in his own personal faith.
Are you saying that anyone who
does not agree with youi
interpretations of God, Jesus,
etc. is insecure in his faith? I
personally do not agree with
your views, but- I am not
insecure in my faith. How about
yours?
Debra Brewton
Answers to these and more
appear on page 9 in the Zeitgeist
Bizarrerie
Thank you,
T. K.Wallace
To The Editor:
This letter is directed to the
Editor of the Inkwell and
especially Mr. T. K. Wallace:
To Mr. Wallace: In reply to the
qu estion appearing' in your
column ("Questions, Comments,
and Snide Remarks," Inkwell,
Oct. 23, 1974, P. 5) concerning
concessions to Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity from the
Transcendental Meditation
lecture, I would like to qualify a
few points which should clarify
the misleading question .you
printed. First, the fraternity in
question is Pi Kappa Alpha
(PICA) not TKA which would
denote Tau Kappa Alpha, a
nonexistent fraternity at
Armstrong. Secondly, the
lecture in question was
presented by Mr. Neil McCorkle,
a teacher of Transcendental
Meditation (TM), and a brother
of Pi Kappa Alpha. The
. Transcendental Meditation
Society is a world wide
organization and in no way
related to Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity, except by the
membership of aforementioned
brother, Neil McCorkle ..
Therefore, in correction of any
misinformed opinions of the
students as to monetary gains by
Pike, as inferred by Mr. Wallace:
there were no such gains, nor are
any plans being made to form
business connections between Pi
Kappa Alpha and the T.M.
society. The lecture was
presented solely in student
in t e rest , with hopes of
encouraging these students to
consider the study of T.M.
The appearance of Mr.
Waliace's letter and repeated
sian der of the name of Pi Kappa
Alpha, (i.e. "Intramurals,"
Inkwell, ...
Oct. 23, 1974, p. II: "PiKE"
would denote Pi Kappa Epsilon,
another nonexistent fraternity at
Armstrong.) reflect the
anti-Greek sentiment that exists
in this newspaper; the absence of
a Greek news column also
reflects this antipathy. The bases
of this antipathy are not
apparent. Greeks have no real
con trol or power over the ASC
students. Greeks are statistically
more active in overall student
affairs than any other recognized
campus organizations: Greeks
have appeared in sports
or g a n iz a t io n s , student
government, Inkwell and
Geechee staffs, and nearly all
other activities. Fraternities and
Sororoties represent an
important collegiate effort to
provide extra-curricular activity;
as well as a beneficial experience
to students on our campus.
Thus, whatever provokes the
anti-Greek feeling is beyond me.
As a member of a fraternity, I
encourage students to support
the Greek system, and encourage
the editors of the Inkwell to
abstain from any further
. discrediting of these
organizations.
Sincerely yours,
Mark Worsham
Pi Kappa Alpha
See pages 10 and 11
-Ed
To The Editor:
Help, Help, I am being held
by a pack of sweating,
passionate men and women. No,
they are not revolutionaries, I
am in the ladies room of the old
student center and SOMEONE
put the AJR HOCKEY table in
front of the door and it 'is so
dangerous I can't get out. Pucks .
flying everywhere, elbows
jabbing, feet stomping. I tell you
it's terrible. What's more I am
40, have three kids, and my
husband will never believe why I
am late (he can't understand
that I am a person with
my own identity and have to go
to college and be my own
person). So get me out or send a
maid home to cook and clean.
P.S. I would have written Dear
Abby, but you don't carry her,
why not? Lucky for me there
was an Inkwell in here.
Sincerely,
An ASC Student
She's too heavy for us.
Ed
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Inkwell Insight: Glenn Briercheck ..
<Is th t rherwise would be the conditions were to persistfun a 0 ,n_ I' d f .
d N you know saving over a ong peno 0 time, thensave. ow, as, ld di
does not add to the expenditure people wou. a lust tn the lower
h level of Income and theirstrengt . . . bconsumption may e reduced,
N B t didn'tQUESTIO: U that is, their standard of living
President Ford request people may be reduced becauseof the
save more and spend less on nonavailability of income if we
durables? tax it away. But the tax is only
.ANSWER: But I'm talking supposed to last for one year.
now about the surtax in itself QUESTION: That's what he
combined with the other says right now, but you never
programs. Since all the funds know what's going to happenin
taken in are going to be spent, a year. .
whereas they may not have all ANSWER: WeD, I can only
been spent had they not been analyze M actual proposalsand
taken in, the level of government not try too 'm~ch to hypothesize
spending will be greater than it about what might happenm the
currently is. If anything, then, it years to come. It IS doubtful,of
QUESTION: Whether we are or
are not in a recession, we are
certainly in bad times, prices are
rising and peoples' take-home
pay is not going as far as it did
last year at this time. Since we
have the science of economics,
why can't the economists figure
out a solution? .
ANSWER: WeD,we'D get to
that in a minute, but first of all,
the the presumption that
people's take-home pay has
declined is not correct. The
purchasing power of the dollar
has declined because it's
inversely related to the price
level. So, roughly speaking, say
that if the rate of inflation were
just as weDoff with Inflation as
he was without it.
QUESTION: SOyou're saying
that it's just one segment of the
American popula tion that is
worse off. \
ANSWER: Right, it's the
redistributing aspects that are
important
QUESTION: Economists
don't agree on how it should be
distributed, then?
ANSWER: Economics as a
pure area of stu dy cannot say in
general what is the optimum
distribution of income.
Generally, economists believe it
should be distributed on the
basis of productivity, but that's
then he turns around and uses
the funds to pay for the other
programs he is proposing, then,
of course, there will be no net
change in the government deficit
because no one is seriously
believing that his rather
unspecified $300 billion limit to
government spending in ,this
fiscal year will come mto
fruition, primarily because half
the fiscal year will be over
before Congress gets in session
again.
QUESTION: SO, do you
think that if he could balance
the budget, that would help
keep inflation down in the
future?
"The presumption that people's take-home pay has
declined is not correct ."
It is doubtful; of course, that Congress would enact
the 5% surtax.
To control inflation all you have to do is control
prices, because inflation is defined as inaeased prices
10%, for instance, then
generally, the pay raise of the
average individual in the
economy was also 10%. That is
having a rate of inflation and
having some individuals whose
income has declined in
purchasing power means that
some other individuals' incomes
have' increased in terms of
purchasing power. The primary
problem revolves around the fact ,
that those individuals who did
not keep up with the rate of
inflation in terms of increased
wages are normally on the lower
.spectrum of the income ladder,
that is the skilled workers tend
to be represented pretty much
by labor unions and labor unions
have been rather successful in
getting some fairly good pay
raises. Those people who are not
represented by organized labor
as far as' the wage component
goes are normally down at the
lower end of the income
bracket; their pay raises did not
keep up with the rate of
inflation. Government
employees of all types, I migh t
add, are also in the same boat.
So, it's not an average thing that
we can talk about We won't talk
about the average Individual
because the average individual is
an extremely difficult thing to
measure. So, there is no general
agreement as to what is the
optimum distribu tion of income.
That has to be left up to the
politicians or policy makers.
QUESTION: What do you
think Ford's Win Program will
do in the redistribution of
income?
ANSWER: WeD, Mr. Ford in
his address to Congress indicated
that the primary aspect of his
inflation-fighting policy would
deal with the tax surcharge. He
indicated that this would be the
part of the policy which would
indicate our willingness to fight
inflation now. Later on in the
same address, he goes.on to say
that the revenues that are to be
received through the increase in
taxation, via the surtax, would
be spent to cover the new
programs which his proposal also
included. For instance the
government will lose revenue
due to the investment tax credit,
the aid to housing Industry, the
local public services employment
program he is proposing and the
increase in the unemployment
insurance he is recommending. If
we think of the $4.7 billion or
SO he estimates the surtax will
earn for the government and
ANSWER: The only
difference between financing
through taxation and financing
through deficit spending Is the
issuing of government securities.
Real overspending would be the
interest payments that have to
be made on the debt. So to that
extent, balancing the· budget
would be efficient, if he could
do it. The important thing for
anlayzing Ford's recommenda-
tion is the fact that there is'
nothing in the recommendation
that would eliminate any part of
the deficit. He did ask for
something in the neighborhood
of a $S.4 billion expenditure less
than the current projection.
That's how he keeps it under his
$300 billion limit. The fact of
the matter is that it is doubtful
that this will be realized, So,
let's think about it for a minute.
He's going to tax people who are
supposedly in the moderate and
upper income brackets. People
tend to maintain their current
level of consumption in real
terms. That is consumption is a
very stable component of the
gross national product. What this
means is, of course, that some of
the increased taxation, if not a
large part of it, I think perhaps a
large part of it, will come out of
may contribute to the inflation
rather than detract from it. You
see, the only way the level of
aggregate spending would remain
constant would be if all the tax
funds were taken from
consumption spending and
rediverted to government
spending, then there would be
no effect on the level of
aggregate demand for goods and
services.
QUESTION: You're saying
that the people will spend just as
much, but they will save less?
ANSWER: Yes, it's pretty
weD known that in the short
run, we can think of it in terms
of a year, people tend to
maintain their standard of living.
That is, any increase in inflation,
for instance, would generally
result In individuals attempting
to maintain their real level of
consumption, real goods and
services, and savings would take
up the difference between their
income and outgo. For instance,
there has been over the recent
period of '73 and '74 a rather
stable level. of' real consumer
spending. If you construct an
index of real consumption
spending, you will find that it
has been largely their level of
consumption. Now, of course, if
course, on the one hand, that
Congress would enact the S%
surtax. On the other hand, if
they did enact it, it is doubtful
that they would set the limitsas
recommended In the proposal.
In other words, they would
probably Increase the limits on
income that would be subjectto
increased taxes.
QUEsTION: Youmeanlower
class people would also be taxes
more?
ANSWER: No the other way
around, The current proposal
calls basically basically for
individuals with $7,SOOincome
and families with $IS,OOO
income to come under the tax in
one form or another. Congress
would probably Increasethat to
somewhere around $20,000
income. The tax, of course, is
not as bad as one might think. In
the Johnson days when they
were tax surcharging to finance
the Vietnam expenditures, the
10% surchrge In that period
applied to all the tax liability.
That is an individual computed
his individual income tax and
then added on 10%of that The
tax in the Ford recommendation
would not amount to that.
Basically what y~u would do is
you would compute your
income tax an d then deduct
from your tax liability a certain
amount based on a rather
complicated formula and then
pay 5% of the excess. So that if
a family with four members
made $20,000 in a year, then his
current tax liability would be
$4,380.The 5% would not apply
to that amount. If would only
apply to $2,560 of it. He would
be able to deduct some of the
tax liability before applying the
5% surtax.
QUESTION: There's been a
lot of talk lately about wage,
price, rent and profit controls.
Most non-union people think
that would help keep the
inflation rate down. Do you
agreewith that?
ANSWER: Well, I suppose it
depends on what they mean by
it As you know, if you broke
down the national income into
four components for statistical
purposes,those would be broken
down into wages and rents and
interest and profits. Those are
the only four income payments
that are made in the aggregate. If
one controlled the dollar value
of those, then, of course. this
would imply that they would
not allow for any growth. So,
obviously they are not talking
about the aggregate. What are
they talking about, then? They
must be talking about wage
rates, prices. in terest rates, I
suppose, and profit rates. Now,
to control inflation, all you have
to do is control prices, because
inflation is defined as increased
prices.
QUESTION: But if you
controlled prices, then you
would have to con trol wages,
too, right?
ANSWER: If you control
prices,you are in essence telling
the fums what they can charF
for their goods and services.
Remember that labor expenses
constitute about 85% of the
total income pay. If you control
prices, and I su ppose we are
includingprices of final products
as well as prices of producers
goods,then all you have to do is
control wages along with it
because then the difference
would be profits, right? That's
why, of course, when they last
attempted this type of thing,
they didn't worry about
controlling profits because if.
you control prices of Roods and
services of all types whether
producers goods and services or
consumers goods and services,
andcontrol wage rates, then, of
course. profits are automatically
controlled.
QUESTION: SO, if you do
control wages and prices, then
what would that do to the
economy in the short run or the
long run?
ANSWER: The difficulty is
that you don't permit the
appropriate types of adjustments
to be made. Tha is, if you
completely freeze them, then
there will be at some point a
particular segment of the
economy which will not be
makingwhat it feels it should be
making in terms of wage
payment because the price
controls were put on at a time so I resold it at a higher price.
when they were just getting QUESTION: .So, you think
ready to negotiate a new people will always find a way to
contract, say, so some people beat the system?
would feel dissatisfied about .. ANSWER: They a)ways have
that. On the other hand the 10 the past, and there's no reason
typical result of establishing to believe that the people today
prices at lower than what the are any less intelligent than the
market would determine to be people in the past, or perhaps
correct, and markets are fairly any less motivated toward the
accurate in determining what is private rewards that our
the correct price, would be to economy is based On.
create shortages for the product. QUESTION: The objectives
That is, at low prices, people. of the Federal Reserve are to
would demand more than the keep the money supply of the
firms are able to supply at those economy stable. Now, as you
low prices. The effect of course, well, know over the last few
could be an establishment of years their policies changed
black markets, things of this daily. What do you think would
nature which we haven't much be a good policy for the Federal
cared for. But, of course, it Reserve to follow in the future?
would be the case, that is you ANSWER: That's an almost
control the prices the firms impossible question to answer. It
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Washington presumably have with reduction in real output, I
much more data available in tend to favor the cost-push as
order to make' an analysis. Many being the predominate cause of
people criticize Ford's particular inflation, although there is some
proposals not only on their demand-pull with it. If this is the
specifics, but that if it does tend case, and it's based on monopoly
to fight inflation, it's pretty power of labor unions and the
much of the same old-time monopoly power of flrrns, then
religion, I think somebody said. the appropriate policy would
To a cettain extent I think this is have to be some direct controls.
true, and the effectiveness can QUJ;;STION: Wage and price
only be. determined if the controls?
proposals are enacted and many ANSWER: Types of wage and
of them perhaps will not be. I price controls. But then you still
should think that one would run into the difficulty of
have to determine for himself adjustments. I've been toying
what he believed to be the cause ~ with an idea, I haven't
of the inflation. The two formalized it yet, it's only in its
predominate points .of view, of infant stage, that if somehow we
course, are the demand-pull type could eliminate the uncertainty
of thing - increased demand for involved in negotiation, that is
goods and services by the public firms not knowing exactly what
has pulled up the prices; and the the prices of their resources are
going to be, labor unions not
knowing what the consumer
price index is going to be and
therefore asking for increases in
anticipation of increases thereby
causing a wage-price type spiral,
we could eliminate this by
allowing all the negotiations to
go on, but somehow having
them all occur exactly at the
same time, say over a monthly
period of January I to January
31. Then have the information
passed on to all interested
people by having it published.
Individual firms and individaul
labor organizations then could
get a fairly good idea of what
the cost of living is going to be
for the next contract period by
having everybody negotiate at
exactly the same time.
QUESTION: And you think,
in the long run that's what's
necessary to keep OUr-economy
stable?
ANSWER: Well, I'm not
saying that's all that's necessary,
but that may be one approaclh
that is different, that is not the
same old time religion, that may
get to the heart of the matter
eliminating some of the
uncertainty that comes fromnot
knowing exactly what is going to
happen to the cost of living in
the future as well as what is
going to happen to the cost of
resources from the point of view
of business firms. If we could
somehow eliminate the
uncertainty, we could, of course,
do something to the high rate of
inflation. Much as Brazil has
done with the index approach;
that is, they have taken some of
the uncertainty out of the wage
negotiations simply by telling
people that their wage payments
will be adjusted according to the
Consumer-Price Index. Once you
know' that's going to occur, you
don't have to worry about what
is going to be the future rate of
inflation.
charge for it, but how do you
control the prices the individuals
would pay for it. If I can get it a
a lower price and sell it to my
neighbor at a higher price, I can
made a handy profit. So the
individuals would make the
profit instead of the firms. So,
nothing has really happened, the
prices are still what they ought
to be.
QUESTION: SO you think
that since it is impossible to
police the entire economy, wage
and price controls wouldn't do
any good? People would still
have to pay the high prices?
ANSWER: Unless you
combine a system of wage and
price controls a system of·
rationing the output 'to-' the
economy, and insure that the
individuals are not able to resell
the product, then you can do
nothing to actually keep the
market price down. Because,
still, suppose you give. me a
ration coupon that allows me to
buy a refrigerator. I can buy the
refrigerator at the lower price,
but then I can tum around and
resell it to somebody else. The
effect is, of course, Ididn't even
want the dang thing, but you let
me buy it at the low price. and
depends to a large extent on
priorities. That is, the difficulty
with economics is not only that
you're dealing with decisions
that are made by some 200
million individuals and any
number of hundreds of
thousands of buainess firms, hut
that the outcomes of those
decisions are not consistent from
lime period to time period.
People change their habits, rums
change their expectations about
the future. The attempt, any
attempt to say that our policy
about the money supply ought
to be such and such would
logically only apply to a specific
set of those circumstances. I
don't know that there is one
policy or recommendation that I
could make.
QUESTION: Using your
experience in economics, what
do you think would be a good
policy to run the country under
at this time?
ANSWER: Well, the
difficulty again with policy
decisions is the fact that one
ought to have a very careful
analysis of the existing
conditions which I, sitting in this
office, do not pretend to have,
whe reas the people in
other one would tend to be that
it is a cost-push type of
inflation, that is, as long as firms
have some degree of monopoly
power with respect to their
pricing then they can charge
higher prices and sell perhaps
less; but they can sell some.
Unions, on the other hand, have
monopoly power because they
can pretty muclh ask for pay
increases and still get it. That is
they won't all be put out of
work, some of them will be. If
you believe it's demand-pull
inflation, the old religion is all
right. We can attempt to dampen
demand via the increased
taxation type of approach. On
tbe other hand, if it's the
cost-push type of inflation, then
none of Mr. Ford's policies are
directed towards that type of
cure.
QUESTION: What type of
inflation do you believe it is?
ANSWER: Well, if it were a
pure demand-pull, we should be
witnessing some increasedprices
as well as increased real output.
If it's pure cost-push we should
be witnessing some increased
prices with some reduction in
real output. In as much as we are
witnessing some increasedprices
I would like to thank John
Gillespie for conductin~this
interview. I hope he will do
this again. Iwould aIao like to
thank Mr. Briarclheck for
consenting to be interviewed.
-Ed.
Dear Rocky:
Well, I guess our man Muhammed Ali really
made turkeys out of most of the countries
sportswriters. It seems as if Ali made like an
exorcist and beat the hell out of Foreman. But
no matter what the Ali critics say, it sure was
kind of him to solve Foreman's Halloween
disguise problem for him - George probably
went trick or treating as a giant weJp.What did
you think of the fight Rocky?
. Howard Cassell
Dear Mouth, t
I had to acbUe Geo.., Foremm for his
strategy in the championship bout.U', rare that
you see a fighter stall" a nonviolent sit·in. By
the way, the Georll" Foreman boxing clinic has
been canceRed.
Rocky
DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau
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<,Dear Rocky:
In was in the administration building
yesterday to preregister and it really got me
down. The building seemed so antiseptic, so
mundane, so totally devoid of life, almost like a
mortuary. Iwas wondering, is there really life
in the administration building? II'~
Bill Cook
Dear Billie,
Not only is there life, but it rivals·that of
WUbur Mills. Just last Thursday a friend of
mine witnessed several of the Deans and
sea-etaries huddled in the Regislrar', offICe
around the coffee machine indulging in a
gang-pede.
Rocky
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Dear Rocky,
. A friend of mine told me that dating an
Alpha Gam was like riding a depth charge.What 11·7
did he mean by that? 1====
Tom Hodges
Dear Tom,
.They both go down fast and end with a big
bang.
Rocky
50 I/#/AT'S
HAPP£NIN;
MAN?
\
Dear Rocky,
I'm a freshman here at Armstrong, and I'm
confused. I came here from the only wet
county in southwest Georgia and none of the
bars around Savannah seem like the ones back
horne. How do you seperate the men from the
boys at that funny little bar called "The 11'~'.8~~t;;;,;;;;;;;;4j;;g~J
Basement?" ~ ~~~=~~=!~=~===~===l~~i:::===~~
Pi Kappa Phi Pledge
Dear Sucker,
WOrth a crowbu.
Rocky
Dear Rocky,
Who do you think is benefitting most from
your column? .
Silvia', Mutha
Dear Mut,
Column? Benefitting? Think? Who?
Rocky
6f/88'I!
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Transcendental Meditation, as
laught by Maharishi Mahesh
Yogi, is a natural mental
lechnique by which man can
unfold his full potential sas a
humanbeing.
In all ages and places, men
and women have sought their
potentiality as human beings.
But in spite of their endeavors,
their search for fulfillment of
life has remained unsuccessfuL
It is ihe very nature of Ufe to
grow, to progress, to move in a
direction of more happiness,
energy and intelligence. Yet
man's natural development has
been restricted by frustrations,
fatigue and anxieties that have
accumulated in his nervous
system.
LM. dissolves existins
tension and fatigue in the
system, and strengthens it
against fu ture stress, thus
allowing the natural expansion
of man's consciousness.
Physiological studies prove
thai ToM. creates a unique state
of rest wbere a fourth state 01
consciousness is experienced - a
state of "restful alertness". The
mind md body experience a
profouod state of rest (deeper
lhan that of sleep), yet the mind
is simultaneously alert. This
results in a more relaxed mind
where thinking becomes
stronger. cleaner, broader.
Learning ability and memOlY
increase. Personality improves.
Sioce the rest of T.M.
eliminates tension in the mind
and body both, mediators are
sick less often. Their mlgrain
headaches and nervous stomachs
go away.
This improved condition of
the mind and body enhances
social behavior. Meditators feel
an increase in their self -esteem,
They become more stable, more
secure. They have more peace
within themselves. They grow in
strength and love and naturally
havemore to give, enabling them
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to be more harmonious with
their friends, family and
environment.
With Transcendental
Meditation, no one aspect of life
suffers for the growth of
mother. Body, mind and heart
develop simultaneously in a very
natural way and wholeness of
life begins to be experienced.
Introductory lectures on
Transcendental Meditation will
be held Thursday, Nov. 7th at
12:30 and 1:30 p.m. in Jenkins
Auditorium. Rick Raines,
regional lecturer for the South,
will be the guest speaker.
.All are invited to attend.
I, T. K. Wallace, have been
receiving numerous letters
referring to the cartoons
featured on my page. The
references I have received have
been by far pro-Christian gripes
of slander, -beligerency,
delinquency, and vile. In this
issue two more such letters are
printed.
The main gripe (up until last
week), of these people. is a
cartoon captioned, "What would
you expect of a God who would
kill his own son." This cartoon
was stated in such a way that, in
the opinion of the artist, Ms. T.
C. Woo, the offensive or
defensive disposition which it
inflicted upon people, depended
totally upon the disposition of
said people with their holy,
whatever it may be.
The most recent gripe was on
a cartoon printed in issue
number 3. This cartoon had the
punch line of "You Piss me off."
This statement evidently
To Ms. Webster,
If any printed publication
were to avoid everything that
may offend all the "classes,
creeds, or colors" of its readers,
said publications would be
printing only the news that no
offended a few people of
protestant faith. But I suppose it
was up to them to ignore the
fact that Gods, past and present,
were indeed harsh in dealing out
punishment
Now I would like to get
answers out to the people that
have taken the trouble to write
down their thoughts and send
them in.
To Ms. Brewton,
No, I am not saying that
anyone who does not agree with
God, Jesus, etc, is insecure in
their faith. I am, however, saying
that anyone who took a bad
impression or a negative
connotation to the cartoon is
insecure.
PRIMO
Some of you are voting today
for senators to represent you.
Perhaps you should be aware of
one of the sharper candidates:
Ted Wallace.
It's no secret that Ted works
on the staff of the Inkwell. In
the past few weeks we have
come to notice the true hard
working nature of Ted. Ted has
appeared to us to be honest,
outspoken, level-headed and
responsible. We believe that he
could be one of the more
intelligent seoators in the SGA if
. he is elected.
I t is rare that one of his
insight chooses to run for the
Senate. More often they are
turned off by the total
inadequacy of the whole system.
Ted will reverse this trend.
Ted has been in the power
seat before. Once in the third
grade. he found out that Henry
one would like to hear. P,S.
"viler?"
To Mrl Worsham,
First in reference to the name
difference my typewriter, as well
as your own, does not have a
dou ble T for "Pi."
Secoodly, Mr. McCorkle and
myself have discussed the
concession of each lecture gross.
Mr. Neil McCorkle assured me.
that Pi Kappa Alpha was oot
receiving any % of the gross
,money intake, but that a certain
percentage was received by the
Savanoah Chapter of Students
for an International Meditator
Society (SII,IS) to maintain an
office and the salaries of the
"teachers."
Since a % is definitely taken
an d the Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity was the sponsoring
organization of the SIMS on
campus, the question was a
logical question .
by TOM PUCKETI
was playing doctor with Mary
Ann behind Uncle Joe's Garage.
Did Ted tell their parents? No,
instead he took photos of the
activity and blackmailed both 01
them.
In the tenth grade Ted ran for
class president His platform was
non-existent He got sick the day
the candidates were supposed to
speak before the school. He put
up no posters. The only money
he spent on his campaign was for
certain key votes in certain key
classrooms. He lost by a
landslide. Did this discourage
Ted? Damn straight it did!
The next year he tried again.
This time, however, he spent
more money on more votes. He
was moving. The 1'"......(
structure would soon have to
move over for the fuzzy headed
weirdo.
Now you have it in your
power to give this power hungry
madman a seat in the SGA
(which as everyone knows is
short for StickaGoddaAlta,
which means: Your damn horse
has 'got his oaval in my soup!)
You can either tum Ted down
and lose the old student center
(colors do strmll" things to him.
, .actually he does strange things
to colors and with colors), or
you can return honesty
lucidicity, and good 01' bull to
the SGA. Vote for Ted, he's
your man. If he can't do it his
mother can. Remember: a vote
for Ted Wallace is a vote for Ted
Wallace.
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Fratenllties .
Perfonn
Community
Services
On
Halloween
This year the tradition of Halloween sparked
two ASC fraternities, Pi Kappa Alpha and Sigma
Nu, with the desire to brighten the livesof many
children by undertaking worthwhile service
pro;ects.
On OCtober 26, the Pi Kappa Alpha brothers
hosted a Halloween party at their fratBmity house
for the boys of the Bethesda home. The boys
jolned in such gamesas football, sail racing, and
kickball, and becauseof nU171l1rousdonations,the
boys were provided with hot dogs, Cokes,and
cookies. The party lasted 6 hours and was
thoroughly en;oyed by Pike's and Bethesdaboys
alike. .
. The Sigma Nu brothers found an outlet for
their holiday zeal in a candy drive for St.Joseph's
Hospital. On October 29, the brothers dressedup
in Halloween garb and visited the hospital,
delighting the children who Mere unable to go
trick-or-treating this year. The children were given
the candy that had b/lencollected by the brothers.
Although the children had a great time, the
concensus of opinion is that the Sipma Nu', hada
better one.
Thank, to the endearton of Sigma Nuand Pikll,
a whole lot of children wwe happier on Halloween
night than they thought they WM1going to be.
PHOTOS BY RICHARD SOMMERS
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ESAA Promotes Arts
InPublic School System
On ~o~!'eOnnet particularly effective in the probability that the program
the de y~ ':i.0 r 29~, providing artistic displays will be continued next year is
music . partment s representing a variety of cultures almost nill.
cbapter of the MUSICEducat~rs and nationalities. Ms. Harvey added, however,
Natl":'h~ Confer~nce ~eld ..ts Although ESAA has tbat the students, particularly'
~?n YHmeeting, eatunng successfully promoted thoseinvolvedinthepianoand
la; arfvi:' ~ogram understanding and mutual voice classes excelled on national
:;:r I a~d 0A e ergoney cooperation between individuals music aptitude tests after having
S 00 ali Stat ~t 11 program at of different racial, ethnic, and completed the program. Also,
av:;n Harv e 0 ege, socioeconomic backgrounds,Ms. these students have received a
. s. ahey tre.:nte~s the Harvey was apprehensive about constructive outlet for their
main go. o. e, AA tIie future of the program. Since talents through a curriculum
prhio.gram, including 'tials PfiilmastESAA is federally funded and that would not be available to
ac evements in a spec '. bli h I
tati H I
· f there are already two other them in the pu c sc 00
presen on. erexp anation 0 .-
the purpose of ESAA was that it ESAA programs m Savannah, system.
is designed to provide
opportunities for cultural
enrichment and improved
human relations on an interracial
basis.
The operation began a year
and a half ago and has been
highly successful in providing
piano. voice, dance, art, and
journalism studies. to young
people in Chatham County.
Guitar lessons have been offered
as an extra this year. Some of
the program's activities are field
trips, human relations sessions,
and the International Fairs held
at Oglethorpe Mall. The
International Fairs have been
YOU CAN MAKE THE WORLD
A LITTLE BETTER
between 17 and 66 years of age. You don't have
to be as beautiful as Helen of Troy, but you do
need a good hemoglobin count. Finally, you don't
need hours and hours of spare time, but you do
need less than an hour every 8 weeks, up to five
times a year.
Being a blood donor isn't fattening or costly
or difficult. You rest for a few minutes on a donor
table, have a cup of coffee and some cookies, and
receive the thanks of all the Red Cross workers.
But you get something else, too--a warm inner
glow that comes from knowing that yoo have
done a job that you know matters.
How is a 260-pound bulldozer driver like a
llO-pound college coed? If you expect the an-
swer to be a joke, it isn't. It's a miracle.
Both can be blood donors. Size, strength, or
sex doesn't matter. Neither does race nor creed
nor color. Every blood donation is of equal value.
Each donation can save a life. And with today's
technology, one unit can help more than one
person.
So the next time you think about the state of
the world, and despair that one person alone
can change anything, remember the importance
of blood donations. There is something you can
do to make the world a better place in which to
live. One donation does matter-every donation
matters. You don't have to be wealthy, but you
do have to be healthy. You don't have to be the
same age as Jack Benny, but you do have to be
If you are in terested in
joining the Student
Association, please stop by
the Education Department
and see Dr. Barber today!
Our next meeting is
Wednesday November 6' in
Victor HaD102.
Visit your local Red Cross blood center or
volunteer community blood bank and donate
blood today. It may hurt a little to give ... but
it will hurt a lot more if you don't.
Give Blood - Save U
Share YOur blood _ ves
someone in Ih u' because eVery 17
. sons you help -=- nlledSlales needs blo d ;heconds
at once _ s0'!ler1mes as man o. e per-
fire, peoplemay bhe VIctims of a vehi~':s fou~ persons
from leuke In sock, infants or m acCi enr Or a
ing surgery,mla Or hemophilia, Or pa~:~~trs, suHerers
s undergo_
People of all a res f
~e~i~Zs as well ~s hi;h":c~~~~rough 6S, give blood,
weigh a~a,l:~~~~~ing Ihey are ~~dg~~~e~e s,r~denls
permission rna pounds. In some sta ea t and
age of 21 Y be required for d tes, parental
. .' onors under the
W,ll II hurt? YOU'll
you experience h feel no more disc
sample for a I w en your physician I komfort than
n I est. To in a es a blo d
orma meals on the d sure YOur well-be' 0
Only one u . ay you give blood 'ng, eat
will be taken ~t of blOod fa little les .h
to 12 pints of bt a~erage adult's bOd: ~ an a pint) .
. blOod Without h~~ . You can Spare a lit:'s from 10
place it qUickly mful effects; Your bod e of Your
Aft . ' y w,lI re-
er Your donal'
a few minutes H lon, as the nurse will
sume YOur nor~a,.;er'0me refreshmen:sugfhest, rest
You cdc IVllles. . en re-
an onate bl d
than 5 limes a year. 00 every 8 weeks but not
For YOur co . more
give blood Jusnven,ence, make an a .
ter Or your'v I t call your local Red C PPOlntment to
Give a Umary community blo~~s~~~~od cen-
Someone a chance .
to live.
Fine Arts Co-Sponsors
Children'sMusical
Dear Readers:
The Fine Arts Dept., in
cooperation with the National
Organization for Women, is
presenting a children's musical
based on Marlo Thomas' album,
"Free to Be You and Me".
The program will include a
variety of children's stories, and
songs designed to promote the
idea of equal rights for all
people, specifically by giving
ch1Idrenthe right to choose their
own roles. The presentation will
aho give the children the added
experienceof creative expression
through participation in s" ~g,
dancing and improvisational
theatre. The program is
scheduled for Nov. 21st at 7:30
p.m. with rehearsals beginning at
4:()()'5:30 P.M. on MOIIdaysand
Wednesdays. If you know of a
child, 6-10 years of age, who
would be interested in
participating in the Children's
Choir that will be featured in
this presentation, please notify
me in the Fine Arts Dept., Ext.
236 before Wednesday Nov
6dL ' .
+The
American
National
Red CrossSincerely,Carol Dixon
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Fall Reviews • H. HESSMAN: Sure it is,everyone likes something new to
happen to them. I mean it isn't
the end product that makes it
the best, its the changes that the
scene and you both go through
along with interacting with all
the new possibilities available
and refming it all down to a final
scene.
L. MANKINS: To me this is
not the best type of comedy. I
prefer the old time vaudeville
type comedy. In fact you might
say that I am aspiring to
someday be the second Charlie
Chaplin, in the aspect of
producing and directing my own
comedy."
INKWELL: How old is the
Committee?
L. HANKINS: "1 was with
the original Committee when we
began in 1963. We began in a
small theatre in San Francisco.
The original shows were a
combination type thing. First we
would do about an hour and a
half of tried and true skits, then
we would take audience
suggestions for skits. Then take a
break to rest and think about
the ideas. Then back ou t to do
another hour and a half of new
ideas and improvisations.
INKWELL:Doyou~vmthis
type of a situation?
H. HESSMAN: Of course,
this is really the only time you
have to work on more material.
On the road like this, there is no
time for improvisation
developmen l n
INKWELL: Your style has
certainly been copied by many,
the Ace Trucking Company is
usually billed as "Committee"
style comedy.
L. HANKINS: I really can't
agree with you on the Ace
Trucking Co.'s billing for this
reason, the people that started
Ace used to come to our theatre
in San Francisco and sit and
watch us work. But in the end,
they began on an entirely
different style of comedy. We
most certainly have had material
thieves from those
circumstances.
Cheech and Chong used to
come around quite a bit. In fact
one time in Chicago there was a
colJege reporter who walked out
of a private review we were
giving.When I talked to her after
we finished rehearsing the scene
and asked her why she left, she
said, " .. .I'm not gonna sit and
watch you when you are stealtn'
your material from Cheech and
Chong. "The material we
supposedly had stolen was the
"old bum going' for quarters"
off Cheech and Chong's first
album.
I must say these two
gentlemen certainly made it easy
to do my rust review. The rest
of that magnificent cavalcade of
jubilation was equally as kind to
people backstage.
All together there were six'
members of the cast_: Jim
Cranna, Julie Payne, Dan
Barrows, and the piano player,
Murphy Dunne. To the
Committee I say thank you and
I'm sure you could profit from a
return trip.
These past weeks the best
thingto review was, of course,
the Committee performance at
theSavannahCivic Center.
The Cmnmittee sbrted off
theirtwo act extravaganza with
a tried and true skit about a
nervouS robber, robbee,
policeman and one
overcomrnandingdirector. The
humor went from there to
politicalsatire. With tines like
"Weused to do a lot of political
humor... but his leg is swollen
now and," how can you go
MOOg. The rest of the rust hall
pbteau's were as follows: The
E/evator, Grafttti. The Boggie
Man, The Homicidal Cop, A
/tuneJuice Commercial, and A
Blind Date. literally.
,INTERMISSION...
The second part of the show .
gotoff the ground with a skit
doneby improvising on audience
ideas in a Fix-It- Time, followed
by the following: Scented Fart
Coverer, Smokin' and Jakin'
with the Cops. Breakfast with a
Gorilla, Razzberries, Tripping
With the New Guy, and The
Player Piano ""'yer.
To me, post show time is
always the most enjoyable
because this is where a good
review columnist can do his/her
best work. After the show this
particular eveing I just happened
to bump into two cast members
of the Committee. Their narnes
are Howard Hessman and Larry
Hankins, and nimble wit willing,
, will be able to do a repeat of
their statements as much of a
favor as these two gentlemen did
me. RIGHTEOUSBROTHERS
INKWELL: What is your
favorite kind of music?
OTTERNESS: I guess it is
folk, but not what the music
business calls contemporary
rock. My folk is more of the old
folk music.
INKWELL: Do you have any
specific idols in old folk, like
Guthrie maybe?
OTTERNESS: "Well Arlo
never impressed me with his
style but Idid appreciatewhat he
did music-wise, I would have to
say my idols were like the
Kingston Trio and especiaUy a
group called the Chad Mitchell
Trio."
Jack Otterness was fairly
good but most of the songs were
his performances of someone
elses songs. He did, however, do
one excellent song that he wrote
called The Hardest Time I've
Ever Known.
The Righteous Brothers
performance was exactly what
you would expect from two
professionals like Bill Medley
and Bobby Hatfield. Their stage
act was flawless and the songs
were all undoubtedly tried and
true to audiences across the
nation. The concert consisted of
the following schedule: A lead
of a medley consisting of "Little
Latin Lupe Lu" and two other
old tunes. The second medley
ran "Ga., Ebb Tide and
Unchained Melody". Then they
hit a spiritual trio of Swing Low
Sweet Chariot and Oh Happy
Day.
The best hand of the night
was of course won by the tune
"You've Lost that Lovin'
Feeling". After this biggie they
folded the show and then had
the audacity to come out for an
encore. The top tune this time
"Dream On", a current single on
the top forty today.
POST SHOWINTERVIEW: 1
must admit that I did attain a
post show interview from these
two was-beens of the 60's (I say
was-beens because you have to
be worth a damn to be a has
been), but it was so evident that
these people really didn't give a
damn about the possibility of a
favorable interview that J will
not give them one.
To my readers I say, if you
enjoy ,the Righteous Brothers
maybe you should try to
interview them. To the
Righteous Brothers, I say I'm
sorry you were so bored, your
act was alright, and Bite It.
INKWELL: How do you do
or make up a scene/skit?
H. HESSMAN: Well most of
our scenes are things that come
from everywhere. like if you see
an orange and it reminds you of
something funny that happened
to you once, you know stuff like
that.
L. HANKINS: A lot of the
scenes corne from ideas and a lot
come from situations. For
example, the Razzbemes scene
comes from an all night bar in
Chicago.
INKWELL: Is improvisation
the best type of comedy?
.******************************************~
* *i ALLSTAFF MEETING !
* ** *: There willbe an INKWELL meeting :
* *: Wednesday. November 5th, :
* *: at2:30p.m. :
* *: All staff members are required to :
* attend. If unable to attend please *
: make an appointment with me to :i discuss deadlines TOM PUCKm !
\******************************************~
INKWELL: What do you
find the most trying about
touring?
L. HANKINS: Personally I
find the most difficult thing on
the road is getting (laid) a truely
meaningful relationship in a
.physical realm with a member of
the opposite sex.
INKWELL: Were you happy
with the turn out for this place?
H. HESSMAN: For a Friday
night in ,Savannah, Ga. it was
excellent. Some of the cast had
been in Savannah for about a
.week and they really liked it
here."
EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT -STARTING FRIDAY!
There is nothing more savage
than the human heart inneed.es An" NEW filminspired by the
naveI,IOAIRPORT"
by Arthur Hai Campbell Devon Productions, Inc. presents
GeorgeC.
Seott
and
Trish
Van Devere
THESAVACiE
ISLOOIE
M~';Ehrlich anflFrankDe Felitta fRI
E~"CulOV"Prn,io,""'. ProM",,"'1M"I O""Cl",1by
Robert E. Relyea. George C. Scott
CInEmA III
Abercorn & l.rgo Drive 92H135cmEm~1
The Popular snowplace
T. K. Wallace
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by A Believer InGod
the answer to the problem of
knowing the correct way to
eternal salvation is to tum to
Jesus Christ, the Perfect, Son of
God, It is only through faith in
Christ that you can have Eternal
Life, Jesus Himself explains the
reasons for missing the true way'
of salvation in Matthew ~2:29.
"Jesus answered and said unto
them, Ye do err, not knowing
the Scriptures, nor the power of
God."
Salvation is not obtained in
hundreds of shades, costs,
smells, and sizes through the
offers of various religions. It is
CANADA'5LARGElrrSERVICE
52.75 .. _
Send now for latest catalog. E
do. $2.00 to cover return post
age,
ESSAY SERVICES
57 SpMI .... Ave., Suite #208
Toronto. Ontario, ClInacht
14181 388 8548
Our Telftrch IfNI/a i.$Old
for restMrCh asliltlUlCe only.
obtained only One Way, through
Christ by the power of God; the
only source for the knowledge
of God's Way to Eternal Llfe is
the Word of God, the Holy
Bible, "Religions" and
"Churches" do not save people;
creeds and organizations cannot
impart Eternal Life. Each man
will be judged by hs acceptance
or refusal to the Word of God
alone, not by the traditions or
beliefs of religious men,
Pro pe r spiritual guidance
involves knowing what God says
about man, sin, Christ, faith, and
Eternal Life, and believing Him
personally, The following
Scripture verses outline God's
plan of salvation for every man
who is searching for the true
answer to Our spiritual needs.
NONE IS GOOD; ALL
HAVE SINNED. Romans 3:10,
uAs it is written, There is none
righteous, no, not one." Romans
3:23, "For all have Sinned. and
come short of the glory of
God."'
SIN CAME THROUGH
ADAM; RIGHTEOUSNESS
COMES tHROUGH CHRIST,
Romans 5: I 2, "Wherefore, as by
OOltALtUA8~
LESSONS- SALES- SERVICE
one man sin entered into the
.world, and death by sin, and so
death passed upon all men, for
that all have sinned," Romans
5: I 8-19, "Therefore as by the
offense of one, judgment came
upon all men to condemnation;
even so by the righteousness of
one the free gift came upon all
men unto justification of life.
For as by one man's
disobedience many were made
sinners, so by the obedience of
one shall many be made
righteous, "
GOD'S PRICE ON SIN IS
DEAtH; GOD'S GIFT TO US IS
LIFE, Romans 6: 23, "For the
wages of sin is death, but the gift
of God is eternal life through
Jesus Christ our Lord."
Ephesians 2:8-9, "For by grace
are ye· saved through faith; and
that not of yourselves: it is the
glft of God: Not of works, lest
any man should boast."
There was a time ..
When dope was a stupid kid
and grass grew in the front yard,
when a joint enabled your
fmgers to bend and a roach
crawled around on the kitchen
floor, when "baggies" held
sandwiches and a matchbox held
only matches, when hash was a
combination of what was for
supper the night before and
waterpipes were for blowing
bubbles, when acid went in
batteries and strychnine was
used to kill rats, when tripping
was falling down, a Tab was a
soft drink, and caps were worn
on the head, when "going up"
and "coming down" were done
on an elevator, a peak was the
top of a mountain and STP was
a motor oil additive, when speed
meant driving real fast, when
Black Beauty was the name of a
horse and Coke was short for
Coca Cola, when opium was
what put Dorothy to sleep in the
Land of Oz, whe,(j horse was an
animal you ride and smack was a
kiss on the cheek, when junk
was the stuff under your bed
and junky was what your closet
was, when tracks were what the
train ran down and bruises only
came from falling down, when
cold turkey was what you had
the day after Christmas and
wasted meant taking too much
food, when dialated eyes came
from beillg in the dark, and a
flushed face appeared only when
you were embarrassed, when
slaggering came only when you
were drunk, when dealing was
done in card games and pushing
was done only in long lines,
when phone calls were looked
forward to and sirens came only
from file trucks, when busted
was w1ult happened to a vase
wben it ·feU, off a table and pigs
were farm animals and riots were
only seen on TV,
I long for the refreshing
innocence of childhood,
12' Montgomery Crossro.ds
o.kbum Sbopplng Ptllz •• nd Downtown
35501000 I Iacoustic
IIW liBU81B
IIIISTBel'
TIITBeGIS.ITC
Lukat's
'Del KenY(J1lC.LU.
SUIte 500 - Trust Compeny &Ink SUlldillg
sn.DNh. 0.. 311,01 23104236
II NEW YORK LIFJrINSURANCE COM,pANY&.of ... : IN8UIlI4NCRGIItOUP IN.UIlIANCE • A .... um..HU;LTN IH.UllIANcaP"'.IW·~N.
STUDENTS..• A sense of
security is yours through a
sm~J11investment in life
insurance.
r.s,
GOD PROVIDED FOR OUR
REDEMPTION, Romans 5:8,
"But God commended his love
toward us, in that, while we
were yet sinners, Christ died for
us." John 3:16-17, "For God so
loved the world, that he gave his
only begotten Son, that
whosoever believeth in him
should not perish, but have
everlasting life. For God sent not
his Son in to the world to
condemn the world; but that the
world through him might be
saved."
CHRIST WILLINGLY GAVE
HIS LIFE FOR US, John
10:15-18, "As the Father
knoweth me, even so know I the
Father: and I lay down my life
forthe sheep. And other sheep I
have, which are not of this fold:
them also I must bring, and they
shall hear my voice; and thee
shaD be one fold, and one
shepherd. Therefore doth my
Father love me, because I lay
down my life, that I might take
it again. No man taketh it from
me, but I lay it down of myself,
I have power to lay it down, and
I have power to take it again,
This commandment have I
received of my Father,'
CHRIST CONQUERED
DEAtH; HE IS A UVING
SAVIOR, I Corinthians
15:20.22, "But now is Christ
risen from the dead, and become
the fllsl fruit. of them that
slept. For since by man came
de8th, by man came also the
resurreC1ion of the dead. For as
in Adam all dis, even so in Christ
shaD all be made alive,'
,WE CAN OBTAIN
SALVATION, Romans 10:9-13,
'That if thou shalt confess with
continued on poge 16
·PIRSTP.D."~L
SAVINGS·'1_& '~._
~~~
DOWNTOWN Wehave received ouroomplete
FaD line of Oothing, Fumishings and Shoes. h is an
exciting and,interesting grouping.Wewould Jike you to
drop inand take a look -:- at Y0W'OODvenience. Feel
free to use youraIARGE CARDS.
ALAN BARRY'S
26 West Broughton
WI':HAYf:UflJ":11 TO •.•
11609 ABERCORN EXT. aextto E.qu!'. Long.
PHONE 9116-21188
Ilrnt? Uut
by Ronny Gecqe
During the last few weeks it
seem. as if Armstrong will hove
something new on campus next
fall. If an goes weD, there will be
a four sport women9s
intercoDegiate athletic program
for the first time. Athletic
Director Bill Alexander' has
been woddng on a set of
proposals for 1975-76 that hove
plans for a package that, at fIrst
glsnee, look. good, and after
examination9 seems like a ¥ery
good chance for women at
AS.C. to come in to their own
with athlelica. To be .. re, the
proposal has not yet beenappr....... but taking aD thinp
on campus into CODIicleration, it
seems they have a >el)' good
chanee to .. cceed.
The basic ground work laid so
far is simJJar to the mens
program, as that particlpatioo is
subject to NCAA and SA V rules
IDd regulations involving
eligibility, recruitment, and
fmanciaJ lid.
Athletic director and a
women's athletic representative
from each shool and would meet
with the S.A.C. Commlssiooer to
detemrine the type. of ~
sod relllliations for the womens
sports. AU colleges in which
women have at least a 25%
makeup in enrollment would be
expected to participate.
The program. are designed
for four sports; volleyball in the
FaD, basketbaD· in the Winter
and golf and tennis in th~
Spring. There will be a need for
additional personnel for the
programs including a full time
women's coach and two
graduate assistants. The present
facilities may be a problem,
especiaUy in the winter when
there will be two baskethaD
teams, dasses, intramurals, and
community services all
competing for time and space in
the gym. The golf team would
haft to use the 10caI course. but
facilities on an expanded basis
already exist on campus for a
worne's tennis team.
In order to beat the added
fmancial burdeo)aD increase of
$3.00 would be. sdded to the
present athletic fee, thus aU
together putting up about
S30,000 to work with. The
breakdown would go as foDows:
voDeybaD S6,OOO; basketbaD
SI8,OOO; golf S3,OOO;and tennis
S3,OOO.
Now. it is too early to
speculate on how the fmal form
will come out but what I have
attempted is to give you a rough
idea of what to expect. I.
persOlWly think that it is a good
deal, far better than the student
response to the whole idea of
the program. It is very diffIcult
to show enthusiasm over
something like this when student
responl!le is so low. A proposalas
simple as this still· has problems
which hove to be worked out
and I feel that the people in the
Athletic Department are doing a
fair job 'on this. I can unly ask
that the Student Body do the
same.
Dr. $t'tlrton Oicks !fIrrlchas ASC Runner Finishes.
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Intramurals
Pre-Season Basketball Results
Paculty I 43 Pike 39
BSU 53 Sigma Nu 27
Maulers 43 Big Daddies 22
Suns 55 Hot DOS' 34
Pike 43 Beavers 37
Suns 48 Wa.ps 42
Flag FootbaD
MENS
Wasps - 21 Jets 6
Old Pros 32 SigmaNu 0
PKT 37 PlKP 13
BSU 6 Beavers 2
Suns 24 PIke 8
WOMEN
PhiMu :i5 Hot Pant. 25
Utile Sisters 18 Dental Hy. 6
Four Losers On ALimb
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date.
176·page. mail order catalog
.of 5500 topics. Enclose
51.00 to cover postage (1-2
days delivery time).
519 GLENROCK AVE.
SUITE 1203
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our I'nalflfials are sold for
r .. arch purpOSeS only'
fJhti
Coupon
good
907..
10%
offonall
-LEathe7..
goock
GOOD THRU NOV. IS----------.
Page Sixteen - The Inkwell, November 6, 1974 crossword puzzle
54Or" godd_
of the ct.wn
55 Golf mound
56 Inner part of
• temple h·... )
57 Am.jelln
nowefist: •••.-
ACROSS
1 Wooden uough
with Mndle
4 B8'\1e.
9 Pohtic:.l.-ty:
Pathet ---
12 Suffix: •• Illt
of 8oC1ion
13 Inhlibitant of
Indi... for
example
14 -Glory
15 5tqkesp.,Mn
p~v
17 Bitt ...
19 High, cold
plat.u
20 Engli'" prep.-.,
21 Throw
23 Shak_JM8, .. n
plaV: The
...••••. of Venice
27 Mountain
Cf8St
29 Restaurant
quarter of
London
30 .... ,-1
31 Frigid
32 8i11~,d
""""0
34 Wing
36 A cert.in.-36 QuatifiM
~ Eniovwlth
appr.a.tion
:II CVcM' of
0,.,.: TIWI
. Ringo! the
Experience. Our meetings will
be held at 12:30.
Yours in unity.
George McKennie
Herman Johnson
::::~:;:;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:::::;:;:~:::::::::;:::;::
CLASSIFIED ADS
BOATRIDE
Nov. B, Friday, B:OO p.m,
behind City Hall. All the beer
you can drink, food,
entertainment provided by:
(LLIAD.
On The "WAVINGGIRL"
$4.00
FOR TICKETS:
Andy Hitt. Dennis Pruitt,
Don Waters, Janet Rockwell,
Debbie Sanchez, Laria
Tildon, Terry or Helen
FOglrty, Sherri Lanier, Skip
Walden
Wanted crew to move two
tons of bricks (a dope) from
Nogalas, Mexico to Pooler,
Ga. Respondents asked not to
bring mules: they will be
provided.
::::::::::~::::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::;:
DOWN.
1 Rough ClIbin
2 Nlnive mml
3~ldhNvy-
w.ight champ.
1919·1926
4 City in
Nortnllndy
5 IndQn stat.
6 InsllCt ..
1 Symbol:
gnulum
8G....
g Blac:lunCH'''.
AOQt: -Doone
10Adr. MKG,_
11 SUln ..
16 Golfstroll.
18 Silft!',,'mon
20 Gr_pof....
Dewayne Hamilton,
History/Political Science
S.G.A. senator, has
established senatorial hours
to be available to students on
the following days:
Monday 5:00-6:00 P.M.,
Victor 104.
Tuesday 5:00-6:00 P.M.,
Victor 104.
Wednesday - 12:30 - 1:30
P.M., Victor 104.
21 Landmark ft\lId. 46 Unm of
of sto.... IIMctricaJ
22 Pnrfix: cht.f eortdutlilna
24 G• .".n city 46 8lIhne
25 Synthetic 47 fish IIlJI
m.t_ilIl 48 Combinti ..
26 Rips form:u.. ...
28 Decorat. 48 c.d IJII'ftI'
with bright 50 Offici of
colors Strat",ic
33 Aslri....... S-Vic.s Wi.1
chemicaJ 53 Egyptian
34 Was of .... p sun god
36 For flying
38 Skind ....
40 lM'glIboat
41 G.",.nic
lpndtnof tM
RomIn Empw.
ENGLISH TUTORING
Tuesdays and Thursdays,
8:30-10:30 A.M. Fridays -
7:30-10:30 A.M., Room 202,
Memorial College Center. Ray
Persons
::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::::::::::::::::::8::::;:;:;:::;::::
The officers and members of
the Black American
Movement would like to
extend a warm welcome to all
incoming Jreshmen. We hope
that you' will attend our
meetings and help us 8Xplore
every part of th8 Black
Tutoring for "principles of
Accounting" 211-212. Phone
David Lubs, 355-1152,
afternoons or evenings or put
message in Internal Post cia
Inkwell, Box 52, A.S.C.
LOST
Cia.. ring. 1972 Benedictine
Mil itary ~ Maroon stone
polished in F.A.J. If found
return to Inkwell Office.
Spiritual Guidance. 8 •
life is in his Son. He that hath
the Son hath life; and he that
hath not the Son of God hath
not life. These things have I
written unto you that believe on
the name of the Son of God;
that ye may know that ye have
eternal life, and that ye may
believe on the name of the Son
of God."
G_
43 Ancient
Sy,..
44 Combining
form:-v---46 Mexan dish:--- co;' polIo
48 ShIik..-_
"_v
5t G... tooth
52 Combining
form: st..... ht
continued from page 14
thy mouth the Lord· Jesus, and
shalt believe in thine heart that
God hath raised him from the
dead, thou shalt be saved. For
with the heart man believeth
unto righteouSness; and with the
mouth confession is made unto
salvation. For the scripture saith,
Whosoever believeth on him
shall not be ashamed. For there
is no difference between the Jew
and the Greek; for the same Lord
over all is rich unto all that call
upon him. For whosoever shall
call upon the name of the Lord
shall be saved."
WE MUST TURN FROM
OUR SINS, AND THANK GOD
FOR HIS FORGIVENESS
MADE POSSIBLE THROUGH
CHRIST. Proverbs 28;13, "He
that covereth his sins shall not
prosper: but whoso confesseth
and forsaketh them shall have
mercy." Colossians 1:12-14,
"Giving thanks unto the Father.
which hath made us meet to be
partakers of the inheritance of
the saints in light: Who hath
d~livered us from the power of
darkness, and hath translated us
into the kingdom of his dear
Son: In whom we have
redemption through his blood,
even the forgiveness of sins."
WE CAN KNOW THAT WE
HAVE ETERNAL LIFE. I John
5:10-13. "He that believeth on
the Son of God hath the witness
in himself: he that believeth not
God believeth not the 'record
that God gave of his Son. And
this is the record, that God hath
given to us eternal life, and this
D..-r. by Puzz". Inc. No. 127 Cl
TO REFUSE CHRIST IS TO
REFUSE LIFE. John 14:6,
"Jesus said. [ am the Way. the
Truth, and the Life: no man
cometh unto the Father, but by
me." [ Timothy 2:5, "For there
is one God, and one mediator
between God and men, the man.
Christ Jesus."
SIMPLY TAKE GOD AT HIS
WORD AND CLAIM HIS
PROMISE FOR YOUR
SALVATION NOW! Christ says
in Revelation 3:20, "Behold, I
stand at the door, and knock: If
any man hear my voice, and
open the door, I will come in to
him, and will sup with him, and
he with me." John the Apostie
says of Christ in John 1:9-13,
"That was the true Ugh t, which
Iighteth every man that cometh
in to the world. He was in the
world, and the world was made
by him, and the world knew him
not. He came unto his own. and
his Qwn received him not. But as
many as received him. to them
gave he power to become the
sons of God. even to them that
believe on his name: Which were
born, not of blood, nor of the
will of the flesh, nor of the will
of man. but of God."
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Drayton and Harris Sts.
ACROSS FROM DeSOTO HILTON
We've resorted•tomuggmg.
,
,
We'd like 10talk 10you aboul a surprisingly uncomplicated
deferred payment plan that lets you linance your life insurance premIums
while you're still in schooL But because we wanllogel yOUfallentlon,
we'll give you a free beer mug Just for IiSlening
To gel yours, write or call
Randoiph L Cariee ~
300 Bul St., Suite 604 d
Savannah. Georgia •BAVANNAH BANK&TRUBT COMPANY
